
 Retired Police Sergeant Bob Paterson works closely 
 with The McLennan Group Insurance Inc. to develop 
 and share practical safety tips for Canadians 50-plus.

“ Don’t gamble with your safety. The stakes are too high.”

STAYING SAFE ON THE ROAD

These safety tips are for informational purposes only. Following them may decrease, but will not eliminate, risk of loss. Neither The McLennan 
Group Insurance Inc. or The McLennan Group Life Insurance Inc. shall be liable for any loss or damage arising out of any use of these tips.

CORRECT  
mirror position

While stationary, adjust or “push” the 
side view mirrors outward until you  
just lose the sight of your own vehicle. 
You will quickly become comfortable 
with the improved line of vision.

Benefits will be perfectly clear; a much 
wider image of what’s going on to the 
sides and rear of your vehicle, and a 
much smaller “ blind spot”. Collisions 
and near misses should be more easily  
avoided after these minor adjustments.

Adjust Your  
Side View  
Mirrors
Minor adjustments to your mirrors  
will result in three important benefits:
1) Minimize your blind spots  
2) Maximize your view of the sides and rear of your vehicle 
3) Reduce your stress 

Additional Notes

Be sure you adjust your mirrors while parked, and in a safe 
location. You could even ask a helper to assist by standing in 
different locations beside the vehicle while adjustments are 
being made. By experimenting with different adjustments to 
your mirrors, you will quickly see the benefits.

If you’re uncomfortable losing view of your own vehicle -  
your safe reference point - simply adjust the mirrors outward 
to a position where you can occasionally check your old 
reference point by slightly tilting your head to the left and 
right. This will make the transition period easier.

As always while driving, before changing lanes or direction - 
check to make sure the maneuver can be made safely - signal  
- quickly shoulder check – mirror check again. 

Adjusting your mirrors for a better view of what’s around you 
will increase safety for everyone on the road. Motorcyclists, 
bicyclists and fellow drivers will be relying on you.

For more safety tips, and for full information on Sergeant Bob and the helpful services that he provides for 
Canadians 50-plus, visit: www.seniorsafetytips.ca

WRONG  
mirror position

Most drivers will have their side view 
mirrors positioned to provide a clear  
view of the sides of their own vehicle.  
While viewing your own vehicle in the  
side mirrors may seem routine and  
comfortable, it is VERY dangerous.  
With this mirror position, you are  
unintentionally maximizing your blind  
spots and minimizing the critical wider 
view of what’s going on around you.


